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CORNWALL GROUP NEWSLETTER

April 2021
For those of you that got to the end of the March (AGM) Newsletter you will have seen the following
footnote:
We now have the governments Roadmap Out of Lockdown, which will have an impact on some of the
content of this Newsletter which was constructed prior to this event. We will update you of that impact
in the March Newsletter.
So how does this impact on us? There are a number of key, no earlier than, dates on the Roadmap and
various restrictions are eased on each of these dates. Step 1 dates were/are 8th March and 29th March,
but neither affect a group such as us and we are still restricted.
This means the 7th April indoor meeting is cancelled.
Step 2 is the 12 April, but I will jump forward to the Step 3 date, 17th May when, outdoors, most social
contact rules will be lifted – although gatherings of over 30 people will remain illegal.
This means the 5th May garden visit is cancelled. (see Tricia’s update at the end of this Newsletter).
Please note the Spring Plant Sale on 1st May is also cancelled and we are trying to rearrange this for the
26th June subject to confirmation of the venue being available. Updates to follow.
I now hand you over to the Newsletter proper, and what a good read it is, well done ladies.

Phil Gadd (Chair)

Welcome to the first newsletter prepared by us! As Phil mentioned in the last newsletter we ‘have allowed
ourselves to be coerced into running the Newsletter’! John has put together a truly superb monthly
newsletter for the last few years (although we have only been members of the Cornwall HPS for 18 months
so have missed most of them) and will be an extremely hard act to follow. In fact, we are sure that is why
it has been so hard to find any volunteers! We are full of trepidation and hope you will bear with us!
We are Adrienne Lloyd (on right) and Trish Wilson (left)
and we garden at South Bosent (as written about in the
July 2020 newsletter). We are the daughters of a
nurseryman and so have grown up with plants from a
young age and now have come together in our dotage to
start a garden on approximately 4 acres of farmland here
in Cornwall with a view to creating a garden full of
interesting plants, which is our passion, and also to be a
haven for wildlife. We have previously gardened in
Bristol and Northern Ireland respectively and moved
here in 2011 (Adrienne) and 2017 (Trish). By way of
introduction and also because it’s quite challenging to find things to write about we are starting with an
update of the work we have been doing in our garden over the last year of covid!
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To remind you we are including a few edited extracts from the article we wrote for the July 2020
newsletter:
We have a number of different areas in the garden. The entrance is on the east side – these are the more
formal gardens and Tea Shack, which were started in March 2018 and include the stone circle Gravel
garden (with a mini tor and mounds with different planting themes), the Cabin garden, Stumpery, birch
glade, the Anniversary borders (2 x 25 meter borders named thus as it was the year that we celebrated
40 and 35 years of marriage respectively – they are now known as A40 and A35 - and a crescent shaped
border to link them), the new canal pond and Kitchen garden. We have our nursery area here and are
currently developing some new borders on the southern boundary.
… through a gap in the old hedge bank into the original garden of
the house. There is a 50-meter border which we call the Forth
border after the bridge because it endlessly needs weeding –
although it is no longer the longest border. This was planted shortly
after we arrived [in 2011] so is more established.
The terrace at the back of the farmhouse has a waterfall and rill and
raised beds. To the west is a 4-acre meadow with a section mown
as a lawn and on the western boundary we have an acre of bluebell woods by a stream.
To the north west is the water meadow - here you find the
[juvenile] acer glade, a summerhouse and two large ponds,
with our collections of willow and cornus, the Rainbow border,
the third orchard area and a woodland garden for shade loving
plants. This area is given over to the wild side!
We have built up collections of plants that we love or that do
well here and have in excess of 2000 varieties, but we are still
experimenting and expanding the collections and creating
new planting areas as borders. We have planted over 80 roses, 70+ camellias, at least 50 different
varieties of rhododendron, we have amassed collections of hydrangea, birch, willow, buddleja, hardy
geraniums, pulmonarias, hellebores, ferns, grasses, dwarf conifers and heathers, have put in over 30 fruit
trees in 3 mini orchards and planted 1000s of bulbs; we generally choose plants with single or semi double
flowers for pollinators and other insects and we aim to have something in flower all year round.
The last year has allowed us to do some more projects. The main one has been the new Canal pond. We
already had a feature we call a rill and the size of this pond is such that we could (in theory at least) have
put our narrow boat on it when we had one! This has been a very disruptive process. We had established
most of the surrounding gardens during 2018/19 and so adding the pond after was a risky (and stressful)
operation! We were glad we did not have to open the garden last year after all as the pond edges have
only been finished in February this year!
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February 2020 the devastation starts - the lawns disappear and deep tracks deface the grass paths

April 2020

May 2020

August 2020

February 2021

A couple of dry weeks made the work possible, but the edges not completely levelled or straight or secured -so a lot of work still to be done!

The canal is 25m long by 2.1m wide; we started on 3 February 2020. It was reasonably dry at the time but
it did not stay so…. My rainfall records show we had almost twice the usual monthly average rainfall in
February 2020 and this area turned into a quagmire… the ground was so wet that it was impossible to
‘grade’ it so we were left with clods of earth where we should have had lawn and the the pond banks
partly collapsed in the excess rain so we couldn’t put the pondliner in. We booked some turfers to lay a
lawn but they stopped working during the first lockdown meaning we had a boggy mess for ages and have
spent a considerable amount of time trying to rake the area level. We have only just (on 28 February
2021) reached the point where the pond is almost filled and is now properly and safely edged.
Over the last year we have also created 6 new borders to make more space for plants, as we always have
a fair number waiting for a space, one of which is a themed white border in semi shade at the end of the
Canal pond. The willows are looking great at this time of year and we have several different catkins.

Salix chaenomeloides
Mount Aso

Salix fargesii

Sallix melanostachys

View over the cornus and willow collections

The recent prolonged freezing spells coming after such a wet December (we recorded 12.5inches here,
which is over double the average for December in Cornwall) have caused havoc here as we are around
400-450ft and feel the effects of extremes more than many in this part of the world. We have become a
little complacent about bringing in some of the more tender specimens and I think we will soon be finding
that we have paid a heavy price; certainly we appear to have lost some cistus and salvias and we await
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fuchsias, dahlais and cannas with hope! The temperatures even in the polytunnels (we have two 49ft by
14ft) fell well below zero judging by the effects on some of the stored plants (we do not measure
temperatures in the open parts of the tunnels). Some of our camellias are coping well with the frost but
most of the current flowers have been sadly blighted. The pulmonarias are looking fine now as are most
of the hellebores.

Chrysosplenum macrophyllum

Pulmonaria Darkling Thrush

Pulmonaria Raspberry Splash

Tricia Howard posted these pictures to Facebook of Narcissus pseudonarcissus lobularis (the wild
daffodil) which is naturalising in her garden – they are lovely little things; we also planted a number of
these bulbs last year and they are starting to make their presence felt and seed around. They are short
and do not get damaged by the gales – a real bonus up here!

One surprising survivor of the cold spells was the Dicksonia antarctica (Tree fern) which we planted in
2019 in the woodland. It was a replacement for one which we lost the year before in the Beast from the
East even though it was well wrapped up; it had been planted on the woodland edge but succumbed to
cold and wet. The new one is well into the woodland area, about 20 yards away, and has not been
wrapped up at all (which is not wise). However, it appears to be still in growth and has a lush top of leaves.
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Visit to Coleton Fishacre
And on the subject of tree ferns, we decided in
December to visit Coleton Fishacre near Kingswear,
where they abound. After being locked down for
much of the year this was our first visit to a new garden
all year. The booking process was very simple on line
and we had a timed arrival slot although there was no
time set for leaving so numbers can mount up I guess;
although in December it wasn’t hugely busy although
clearly popular. The house was also open – it is a
charming Arts and Crafts family house with just 7
bedrooms - much smaller than the usual National Trust
property. There are 25 acres of grounds a lot of which
is woodland.
It was built by Sir Rupert and Lady Dorothy DoilyCarte. Oswald Milne (an assistant to Edward
Lutyens) was the architect.
The location is
wonderful - the land runs down to a cove and has
a stream running through the garden to fall over
the cliff into the sea. Obviously the gardens are
not expected to be at their best in December but
we were surprised to find some wonderful
displays of correa and salvia in full flower.
Lady Dorothy was particularly interested in
tender plants and the garden is full of them all
thriving in the coastal climate
We were interested in the winter protection that was evident
around the garden over the more tender plants.
Here by the loggia adjoining the dining room the plants are
surrounded by a square frame fixed to posts and then a sheet
of bubble wrap fixed over the frame protects the plants from
the worst frosts. Note also the window frames at the end of
the terrace and loggia are glazed presumably for extra shelter
from the wind.
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Out in the garden we found more of these frames with
bubble wrap over to protect certain plants in this case an
agave.

Along the south of the house we found this stunning array
of pelargoniums, abutilon and arctotis in full flower.

The stream is channelled through the famed rill for part of its journey
through the garden and the borders of Salvia leucanthemum either
side were quite stunning. There were other large areas with Salvias
equally impressive, including Phyllis’ Fancy.
We wandered along the side of the stream down as far as the cove
through the large glade of Dicksonia and past the impressive group
of Dichroa febrifuga full of stunning blue flowers. Having seen this
we may be brave enough to plant our specimen which has been
mollycoddled in the tunnel and wrapped up every winter so far that
we have had it. We will however take a few cuttings first.
As you leave, you walk past this fabulous correa hedge with several different
varieties flourishing on an eastly facing wall covered with thousands of flowers.
We were thoroughly energised after our visit, it certainly exceeded our
expectations for a garden in December that had had a greatly reduced
workforce for much of the year. We can’t wait to visit again.
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The National Camellia collection at Mount Edgcumbe Gardens
by Jim Stephens
There are a dozen National Collections held in Cornwall, four of which are of Camellias or include
Camellias. There are three more Camellia collections outside Cornwall. Mount Edgcumbe has a larger
collection than all the rest combined. Since 2015 I have been working with the collection as a volunteer,
trying to manage a day a week carrying out maintenance and curatorial tasks relating to the collection.
One of my tasks has been to get the collection records onto the Plant Heritage database system. This is
now “complete” in that they are all now recorded, but there is an ongoing need to keep the records up to
date and to continue to verify it. From those records, I can report that there are 1636 live plants in the
collection, 24 are straight species (17 different), the rest cultivars, 888 different. 100 records have been
excluded because the name they bear does not appear to be correct and I am actively engaged with trying
to correctly identify these cultivars.
The collection was started in 1976 by the International Camellia Society and has been added to steadily
ever since. Many of the early plantings are of varieties that have not been commercially available in the
UK since then, if they ever were. Even the later plantings contain many varieties that are now
unobtainable in nurseries.
I think of the flowering season beginning in early October with the first of the C. sasanqua varieties
opening. The autumn flowerers tend to get lumped under the title “sasanquas” even though many are
hybrids or closely related species. These generally perform better in more open conditions than the spring
flowering varieties and typically have smaller flowers and leaves on an open, sometimes quite unruly
plant. The park is not much visited in the winter months and the dozens of varieties displaying their
delicate, frequently fragrant blooms are often playing to an empty house.
C. x williamsii was a cross between C. saluenensis and C. japonica first made at Caerhays in the 1930’s and
one named ‘November Pink’ is often out in October too, though the williamsii’s are regarded as spring
flowering. A few C. japonica varieties regularly join the party early too, ‘Nobilissima’, ‘Daikagura’ and its
sport ‘High Hat’ can be relied on.

‘November Pink’

‘Nobilissima’

‘Daikagura’

‘High Hat’

By the turn of the year there will be blooms popping up throughout the collection and the only time there
will not be much to see between then and April will be in the few days following hard frosts. Being right
on the shore of Plymouth sound, really cold weather is a rarity at Mt Edgcumbe, though winds from the
wrong direction can be almost as bad.
To pick out favourites from so many is impossible but let me mention a few that stand out in one way or
another just to whet your appetite. On a different day I’d have picked a different set.
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‘Snow Flurry’

‘Show Girl’

‘Minato-no-akebono’

‘Yojimbo’

‘Snow Flurry’ is happy in full sun so long as it doesn’t get too dry. It flowers
October-December with abundant small white flowers on a wide spreading
bush. ‘Show Girl’ is a hybrid between an autumn flowering sasanqua and spring
flowering reticulata varieties. It has 14cm blooms from December until February
on a large open bush. ‘Minato-no-akebono’ is a lutchuensis x japonica hybrid
with small, sweetly fragrant flowers December-March. There are three young
plants in the collection and I can’t wait for them to get bigger, flower freely and
turn heads as people search out the source of the airborne aroma.
‘Songzilin’

C. reticulata is a species that typically has huge flowers, over 15cm across, with frilly petals, carried on the
stout branches of a large leaved and ultimately large growing small tree. I have high hopes of a seedling
I raised from ‘Mary Williams’, a wild form, single flowered retic in the collection. I grew it up to a plant
about 1m tall and planted it back in the collection last year. This spring for the first time it showed its
potential with a crop of 12cm bright pink semi-double flowers. I call it ‘Yojimbo’, after the Akira Kurasawa
film, but the name is unlikely to be registered as it is a requirement that a variety be in commerce and
since C. reticulata requires grafting that is unlikely to happen. Near to ‘Yojimbo’, in the reticulata section,
is a fine small tree of ‘Songzilin’, a variety that probably reached England in 1824. In China there is one
over 10m tall dating from the Yuan dynasty, 1347. It has vivid red fully double flowers and is one of two
in the collection.
There are several truly outstanding reds in the collection, ‘San Dimas’, ‘Fire Dance’, ‘Wildfire’, ‘Bob Hope’
to pick just four. Yesterday or tomorrow I’d pick a different four!

‘San Dimas’

‘Fire Dance’

‘Wildfire’

‘Bob Hope’
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Among the whites, I’m especially fond of
‘Laura Schafer’. She has grown naturally into
a fairly narrow obelisk of very glossy dark
foliage amongst which nestle semi double
blooms of the purest white. It is perhaps not
the most floriferous but it surely deserves to
be available from a nursery somewhere.
Not quite pure white, but no less beautiful,
is ‘Twilight’. One bush of it is labelled
‘Twiglight’, which never fails to make me
smirk. It has formal double flowers of the
‘Laura Schafer’
‘Twilight’
palest pink imaginable and its only fault is
that such perfection is disproportionately marred by the least imperfection.
Some people are attracted to the biggest, brightest flowers; you I would lead to ‘Miss Tulare’ or ‘Dr Clifford
Parks’, both red flowered reticulata hybrids with huge flowers. Others want simplicity, understated
elegance; you I would introduce to C. tsaii, or C. transnokoensis or ‘Yoimachi’ perhaps. The extraordinary
virus variegated blooms of ‘Lady Vere de Vere’ or ‘Masayoshi’ could prove to be a Marmite choice and
divide opinion, on the other hand, who could not love ‘Sunny Side’ with its simple single flowers?

‘Miss Tulare’

‘Dr Clifford Parks’

tsaii

Bicolored flowers seem to be taking off big time in roses, Camellias have been doing it forever. Some nifty
genetics (look up transposons) underpins the red and white striping and speckling and different coloured
flowers on the same bush of varieties like ‘Extravaganza’, ‘Tricolor’ and ‘Dainty’, the latter with fimbriated
(think pinking shears) petals to add to the mix.

‘Extravaganza’

‘Tricolor’

‘Dainty’
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I’ll give the last word to Okan, bicolored by the more conventional
route of being chimaeral; simple, elegant, fulsome back story (it’s a
Higo variety, a wealth of historical and cultural background comes
with it). It perhaps epitomises the notion that, as with every other
genus of plants, the more you get to know about them, the more you
realise you don’t know.

Three Stems Competition (March)

John Jearrard
N. bulbocodium ' Arctic Bells',
'Casual Elegance' and
N.b. citrinus.

Peter Howard
Cardamine quinquefolia

Pam Dormand
N.Snow Baby left, N.Cotinga
middle, N.Jenny right

Tricia Howard
Narcissus 'Rapture'

Adrienne Lloyd
N W.P. Milner, N Pueblo, N Jack Snipe
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CHPS Garden visits
Unfortunately, we have had to cancel the 5th May Garden Visit to Dick Butter's Garden at Brackenwood,
Zelah. However, Dick is very happy for us to come on Tuesday, 15th June (avoiding the Alpine meeting on
16th June). So, two Garden Visits in June!! There will be more details in the May & June Newsletters.
As June is still a long way off, CHPS members are again welcome to visit Hidden Valley Gardens for free
up to May 16th. There is no need to book. Safeguarding arrangements are in place. Bring your own
refreshments. Toilet will be open. And of course 'Plants for Sale'.
Remember however to keep to the rules (but also remember the dates in the 'Roadmap’ may change):
Between now & April 12th, Visitors must be Local. Cornwall Council have told us that local means a
journey up to 30 mins. or 10 miles. There is not a 'local' restriction after April 12th
Up to March 29th, under the 'exercise' rules, you can only be with members of your household, or, with
one other person not in your household, or, with your support bubble.
After March 29th, 6 people (“rule of 6”) or two households may be together outside.

Tricia Howard, CHPS Garden Visit Organiser

